• MEETINGS • Activities •
IN FOCUS
Do you know Ernst Leitz? Maybe the name doesn't mean anything to you, but the Leica
brand determines. The global brand was once founded by Ernst Leitz and today looks back
on a fascinating history. With the Ernst Leitz Museum and the Leica World, an area has been
created in Wetzlar that opens up new perspectives.

An impressive place for your
meeting or conference, your
shooting or your product
presentation. Do you love design,
photo art and architecture? You
will love the Vienna House Ernst
Leitz Wetzlar in the Leica world.

Vienna House Ernst Leitz Wetzlar • Am Leitz-Park 8, 35578 Wetzlar, Germany
E info.ernstleitz-wetzlar@viennahouse.com • T +49 6441 3099 0• viennahouse.com
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OPEN SPACE FOR OPEN MINDS
The event team of Vienna House Ernst Leitz is committed to making many things possible
for you – try to challenge them with your requests and let them tailor your conference,
seminar, party or big event to your individual needs.

CONFERENCE FACTS
• 7 meeting rooms for a total of up to 250 persons
• 350 m² conference & event space
• Free high-speed WiFi
• 39 underground parking spaces &
50 outdoor parking spaces
• 2 e-charging stations
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Conference flat rate
COMFORT – from 10 persons up
• Rent of space
• Unlimited drinks (mineral water & apple juice) in the conference room
• coffee break in the morning and/or afternoon with freshly brewed filter
coffee
• lunch as a 2-course lunch buffet including mineral water
• Supporting technology (screen, flipchart, pinboard, beamer)
• High-speed WiFi
• Pens & notepads for the participants

OPTION
welcome coffee
fully automatic coffee maker
soft drinks
Tailored conference rates are also possible.

EUR 5,00 | person
EUR 3,90 | person
EUR 3,90 | person
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Conference flat rate
PREMIUM – from 10 persons up
• Rent of space
• welcome coffee and tea buffet in front of the conference room
• Unlimited drinks (mineral water & apple juice) in the conference room
• Fully automatic coffee machine

• Coffee break in the morning and in the afternoon with coffee specialities
• lunch as a 2-course menu including mineral water
• Supporting technology (screen, flipchart, pinboard, beamer)
• Toolkit for the moderator
• High-speed WiFi
• Pens & notepads for the participants

OPTION
soft drinks
Tailored conference rates are also possible.

EUR 3,90 | person
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Coffee breaks
MORNING:

AFTERNOON:

• Hearty delicacies

• Hearty delicacies

• Healthy moments

• Healthy moments

• Sweet treats

• Sweet treats

• Austrian coffee

• Austrian coffee

• Assortment of various teas

• Assortment of various teas

A LITTLE HUNGRY?
Various sandwiches and rolls (2 pieces per person)

EUR 5 | Person

GOOD MORNING
Oven-baked croissants, butter, jam

EUR 3 | Person
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FITNESS & SAUNA – AS FAR AS THE EYE CAN SEE
On the 4th floor you will find the indoor fitness area where you can train with LifeFitness
cardio machines, including exercise bike, cross-trainer, treadmill, rowing machine with a
video trainer, and various weights for training your muscles – and a splendid view.
Letting your thoughts wander while sitting back in the sauna or relaxing on the sunny
terrace that is shielded from view – simply the best places to come down and refuel.

PURE DELIGHT – RESTAURANT
A casual and cosy atmosphere, a beautiful restaurant
for all generations and many occasions. Regional
culinary delights, often with a Mediterranean twist,
are prepared in an open kitchen.
And the lunch is worth a try: fast, simple, rich in
variety and always fresh – that’s how it’s supposed to
be. The wines are the stars – and you can even
purchase them right here. We don’t leave anybody
out: kids, vegans, beer lovers or those who love
traditional German food. There’s something on offer
for everyone.
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LEITZ PARK
The Leitz Park is not only home to the Leica headquarters, but also a unique photographic
experience in the middle of Germany. For Leica enthusiasts, photography enthusiasts and
guests from all over the world, the Leitz Park is a unique place of inspiration that brings the
brand world and the fascination of Leica photography to life in all its facets. We are pleased
to be able to offer you various opportunities in the Leitz-Park to deal with the subject of
photography and Leica as a traditional brand. Decide on a Leitz-Park workshop and get
creative yourself or let a Leica tour guide take you through the park. Let yourself be inspired
by our passion for the essential!

LEICA TOURS THROUGH THE LEITZ PARK
Would you like to learn more about the company and the Leica brand? As a special highlight
for your visit, book a Leica Theme Tour through the Leica World of Experience or the
Ernst Leitz Museum. Duration: 45 minutes each
Languages: German and English (other languages on request)

LEICA WORLD OF EXPERIENCE TOUR
An exclusive tour through the Leica world of
experience with insights into the history of the
company. Get to know the creation process of a Leica
product at first hand and gain an insight into lens
manufacturing, lens production and camera
assembly.

Cost per tour: € 3.50 per person
(minimum 15 to maximum 40 participants per group)
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ERNST LEITZ MUSEUM TOUR
The Ernst Leitz Museum is dedicated to modern
photography and its various facets - from the past,
present and future. The Leica Tour takes you
exclusively through the museum's current exhibition
(bookable until May 2020).
Cost per tour: € 9.50 per person
including admission to the Ernst Leitz Museum
(minimum 15 to maximum 40 participants per group)

LEITZ-PARK WORKSHOPS
Experienced Leica photographers look forward to casting their spell over you. Go to The
participants' own smartphones are used to ensure that the knowledge acquired iscan be
applied directly in the future. Even without your own camera. After atheoretical part, the
focus is on independent experimentation in order to try out new views under professional
guidance.
Groups: up to max. 40 participants | duration: 90 or 180 minutes | German and English
The following workshop contents can be chosen:
 Basics of photography
Photography is not a complicated science, but should above all be fun. First, you will be
immersed in the history of Leica photography, and then you will learn more about to learn
about the essential basics of photography. The aim is to use photos to create a to tell
history instead of just documenting what has been seen.
 Perspectives and details
The art is to capture the right angle with the camera. Whether holidayfamily pictures or just
as a photo diary. During an excursion through the Leitz Park we will discuss the topics
perspectives and detailed photography and with the aim of discovering your own
photographic perspective.
Costs per course:
€ 475,- up to 15 participants, each additional participant € 24,- / per person
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RENT THE LEICA STUDIO
Realise your film or photo projects in a professional environment on over 300 m². From
portraits to fashion and product shots, everything is possible. Thanks to the optimally
equipped light traverse, illumination can be quickly implemented according to individual
wishes. Even unusual shootings such as the staging of cars can be realized.
Studio rent, up to max. 8 h:
working days € 575,- | weekend/holiday € 745,-

LEICA PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED?
Whether as documentation during your conference
or for taking portraits of the participants: a Leica
photographer is at your side to create the desired
image material after a previous briefing. The image
data will of course be handed over complete with all
rights, if desired with prior image post-processing.
Working days € 450,- | weekend/holiday € 550,Up to max. 8 h.
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WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Just take a walk to explore the idyllic historic city-centre with its many half-timbered houses
and baroque buildings along the river Lahn and the prominent unfinished dome. Leitz Park
is one of the town’s current attractions that tourists like to explore, some of them looking
through their cameras. As the hotel is situated right in the middle of Leitz Park, you
definitely won’t be able to miss it.

THE UNFINISHED DOME
You absolutely have to see this –
the dome sitting right at the
centre of Wetzlar’s pittoresque
old city-centre. You don’t have to
be an architect to see that it is
still unfinished – and it has
remained so for centuries. Use
the Dome App to search for
historical traces and discover
fingerprints from more than
1,100 years of building history.

ARRIVAL BY CAR
• Nearest motorway access (2 km)

ARRIVAL BY TRAIN
• Station Wetzlar (5 km)

ARRIVAL BY PLANE
• Frankfurt airport (72 km)

NEARBY
• Old City Wetzlar (3 km)
• World of Leica (100 m)
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